
 

 
 

 
What are yours and your customers biggest concern with using past lances/wands? 

 
 

1. Do you have a problem with the longevity of common lances/wands? 
 

a. Dig Pig’s, patent pending design, will outlast any other lance/wand on the market. 
b. For the Lightweight Lance/Wand, Dig Pig uses a seamless T6 6061 Schd-80 Aluminum with an 

anodized finish with 303 Stainless Steel machined ends, where most of their competitors use a Schd-
40 non-T6. 

c. For the HG Lance/Wand, Dig Pig uses a Schd-80 Stainless Steel tubing with 303 Stainless Steel 
machined ends for a strength like no other. 

  
2. Have you had a problem with nozzles breaking off aluminum lances/wands over time? 

 
a. This problem will not exist with the Titan Series 
b. Dig Pig Products manufactures lance/wand ends with 303 Stainless Steel to prevent nozzles breaking 

off and causing down time. 
c. Steel lances/wands, overtime, will rust and lose strength, whereas Dig Pig’s full Stainless-Steel Titans 

will never rust or break off at the thread point. 
  

3. Do you have problems with your lances/wands rusting/corroding? 
 

a. The Dig Pig Titan Series will not rust/corrode, keeping your nozzles from plugging up with debris. 
  

4. Do your techs typically use your lances/wands as pry bars? 
 

a. The Titan lances/wands are stronger and can handle more prying and operational roughness than any 
other lance/wand on the market. 

  
5. Unable to purchase proper lengths of lances/wands? 

 
a. For the first time, Dig Pig Products has introduced 5 different lengths of lances/wands to 

accommodate all types of situations. 
b. The Titans can be purchased in 3’, 4’, 5’, 6’, & 7’ lengths, all which work as extensions or digging 

lances/wands for all different applications. 
  

6. Do Titan lances/wands fit all my current quick couplers and nozzles? 
 

a. All Dig Pig Titan Series lances/wands are all ½ NPT which will fit on all ½” quick couplers and nozzles, 
no need to change anything else. 

 
 



7. Which Titan is best for me? 
a. Both Titan series are tougher than any other lance/wand on the market but if you’re looking for 

strength and like the lightness, then the light weight is the one for you. 
b. If you like an even tougher lance/wand, then the HD Titan will allow you to be rough and aggressive 

even more. 
  
 

****DID YOU KNOW!!**** 
Dig Pig Titans typically last 6 times longer than any other lance/wand on the market? 

ALSO, the Lightweight Titans can be special ordered in 4 different colors?  Black, Silver, Blue and Red 
  

 


